Multi-sensor semantic mapping and exploration of indoor environments
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The human perception of the external world appears as a natural, immediate and effortless
task. It is achieved through a number of “low-level” sensory-motor processes that provide a highlevel representation adapted to complex reasoning and decision. Compared to these representations,
mobile robots usually provide only low-level obstacle maps that lack such high-level information.
This abstract presents the Panoramic and Active Camera for Object Mapping (PACOM) project. Its
goal is to develop a mobile robot to participate in the “CAROTTE” competition [DefiCarotte]
organized by the French research funding agency (ANR) and the French armament procurement
agency (DGA). The goal is to autonomously explore an unknown indoor environment and to build a
semantic map containing high-level information similar to those extracted by humans and that will be
rapidly and easily interpreted by users to assess the situation.

System overview
We developed a robot based on a pioneer 3 dx from Mobile Robots Inc. The robot was fitted
with 2 scanning laser range finders (one horizontal and one vertical), a ring of sonar sensors, a PanTilt-Zoom camera and three on-board computers. Software architecture uses the Urbi framework; a
middleware for programming complex robotic systems developed and commercialized by Gostai.
Urbi is composed of a distributed component architecture (UObject), and an innovative orchestrator
language (urbiScript) to coordinate all components. This language incorporates high-level features
that facilitate the development of parallel and event-based applications.

Software components
The main software components are: mapping, path planning, exploration, object recognition
and semantic mapping:
•

“Mapping” performs 2D SLAM (Simultaneous Localization And Mapping) using the
horizontal laser scanner and the Karto software library [Karto], which provides good
performance and robustness in indoor environments. This library uses scan matching to
correct the robot odometry drift and provides a 2D occupancy grid map.

•

“Path planning” performs global path planning given the current map of the environment
and carries out local obstacle avoidance of dynamic objects taking into account lasers and
sonars. This module is based on the Karto library.

•

“Exploration” integrates the need to map the environment structure and to detect objects.
Global exploration focus on finding the next location in order to discover unknown areas
through the laser scanner. It applies the Frontier Based Exploration method of Yamauchi
[Yamauchi97]. The object search method is used during global exploration to select robot
positions and camera directions in order to search objects in previously unseen areas. This
method is based on a 2D view-map that records the area already perceived by the robot
camera. A stochastic method inspired by the Randomized Art-Gallery Algorithm [GonzalezBanos01] is used to search the new position that discovers the more unseen area.

•

“Object recognition” performs visual object detection using the bag of visual words
approach [Sivic03]. This approach is based on local features whose descriptors are matched
to a dictionary of visual words [Nister06]. Using the visual words occurrence histogram, a
voting method is used to predict the object identity [Filliat07]. Two types of local features
adapted to textured and coloured objects are used: SURF keypoints [Bay08] and local colour
histograms [Filliat07]. This method is applied to each visually salient image area detected
using [Butko08] in order to perform multiple object detection in an image. After detection,
object distance is estimated by comparing the scale of the detected image to training images
that have been recorded with known object distance. The objects to recognize (chairs, books,
bottle, fan…) are either isolated or grouped together and they have variable sizes and
colours.

•

“Semantic mapping” adds meaningful information to the 2D map such as the 3D structure of
the environment, the position, name and images of the detected objects and the rooms. The
3D structure is built as a point cloud using the second laser sensor, assuming that the
“mapping” module gives a correct position. We estimate the object position by integrating
multiple detections using Kalman filter [Smith86]. Rooms are detected in the occupancy grid
through an algorithm that detects doors and analyses the resulting connected components of
open space.

Mapping results
This system participated in the first competition held in june 2010. It performed a mapping
for artificial environments designed for the competition. An interface displaying the map, the robot
trajectory and the object detection in 3D has been developed using the Peekabot library [Peekabot]
(see figure below).

For the second year of the challenge, new constraints will be added to the competition rules
like a composite ground (floor, carpet, grid, sand, grass…), more complex objects and multi-level
environments.
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